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MYTH V. REALITY – IN RELATION TO EQUAL PAY FOR
EQUAL WORK
By Shreya Sahni

INTRODUCTION
Articles 232 and 243 of the UDHR has determined and explained The Right to Work as a
Basic Human Right. Everyone has the benefit of work and can decide on working in a safe
climate. The benefit to work is immovably distinguished as a fundamental right which could
be compared with something as basic as the benefit to life. In a country where an enormous
number of people are denied any monetary assets other than work, gainful business is
essential for these rights to be fulfilled. Joblessness is one of the main components of
destitution. The freedom to work nullifies that. There ought to be equivalent compensation
and equivalent work openings given to all with no segregation. Right to work not exclusively
is an achievement to accomplish consistent financial, social and social advancement of the
nation yet additionally guarantees that everybody would get the opportunity to carry on with
a safe solid healthy life.

DISCRIMINATION AT WORK
Discrimination is characterized under ILO Convention No. 111as any "capability, restriction
or tendency made on the reason of race, shading, political conclusion, religion, sex, social
commencement or public extraction, and so on, which has the impact of invalidating or
weakening equivalent) of chance and treatment in work or occupation."
Imbalance and bias can spread desperation, cover improvement, proficiency, and ignite
political weaknesses, says the report which was set up under the ILO's 1998 Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. As indicated by the report, discrimination is as
yet an average issue in the workplace [1]. While a part of the more prominent kinds of
discrimination may have ebbed, many lessen and have taken on new or less obvious
structures.
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Overall development got together with the redefinition of public cutoff points, creating
money-related issues and the uniqueness has increased xenophobia, racial and strict variety.
Starting late, new sorts of narrow-mindedness and dogmatism are becoming exposed in the
field of HIV/AIDS, debilitation, age or sexual direction are a purpose behind creating
concern.

HOW DOES INDIAN LAW PROVIDE FOR EQUAL PAY?
"Equal pay for equal work" as an expression isn't explicitly referenced in the section on
Fundamental Rights of Indian Constitution yet there can be no hesitation on the point if it is
fundamental right. There are various arrangements in the Constitution of India that guarantee
that there is equivalent compensation for equivalent work in India particularly when we
discuss sex pay hole[2]. These articles of the Constitution are as per the following:
o

Article 14: Men and women have equivalent rights and openings in the
political, financial, and social circles.

o

Article 15(1): Prohibits victimization of any resident on the grounds of
religion, race, standing, sex, and so forth

o

Article 15(3): Special arrangement empowering the State to make positive
segregations for women.

o

Article 16: Equality of chances in a matter of public appointments for all
residents.

o

Article 39(a): The State will coordinate its strategy towards making sure about
all residents’ men and women, similarly, the privilege to methods for work.

o

Article 39(d): Equal compensation for equivalent work for the two men and
women

o

Article 42: The State to make arrangements for guaranteeing just and
sympathetic states of work and maternity alleviation.

o

Article 51 (A) (e): To deny the practices disdainful to the respect of women.

CASE LAWS
The most significant case for equivalent compensation for equivalent work is Randhir Singh
v. Union of India in which the Supreme Court held that the standard of "equivalent
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compensation for equivalent work" however not a fundamental right, it is an established
objective and, in this way, equipped for implementation through protected cures under article
32 of the constitution.
On account of Grih Kalyan Kendra v.Union of India, the Supreme Court said that
"Equivalent compensation for equivalent work isn't explicitly proclaimed by the Constitution
as a fundamental right however considering the order guideline of state strategy as contained
in Article 39(d) of the Constitution "equivalent compensation for equivalent work" has
accepted the status of Fundamental Rights in administration statute having respect to the
constitution command of balance in Article 14 and 16 of the constitution."

CURRENT SCENARIO
Women face discrimination in all aspects of life. Discrimination in the working environment
is the same old thing. Discrimination against women is uncalled for. They face imbalance
even before they are recruited.[3]
Women representatives win 27% not as much as men in India. As indicated by a report of
2015, on a normal, men acquire Rs. 259.80 every hour while their female partners procure
just Rs. 190.50. The report additionally expressed that the compensation hole wasn't uniform
over the areas. In the IT area, women acquire around 34% less while the thing that matters is
just 19% in the money area[4].
Society tends to connect administrative positions with men since they believe it to be related
to 'male' characteristics, for example, self-assuredness and certainty. Characteristically manly
attributes are related to some specific positions and women being delicate and kind towards
others. Nonetheless, this generalization is an obstacle to the development of women. This
extraordinarily influences the women who need to accomplish large in her life. These women
are named to be "driven". Is needing all the more being goal-oriented? For what reason are
men who need more not named goal-oriented? This generalization clarifies why women are
so barely present in some initiative group. The above generalization additionally scant a few
women who falter to apply for senior jobs that require characteristically male attributes[5].
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Women are asked their age and the time they intend to get hitched by the meetings while
recruiting them. Are men asked the equivalent? For what reason should women be exposed to
such discrimination? Is it just a lady's duty to begin a family? For what reason are women just
being accused of beginning the family? Because a lady goes on a maternity alleviation, that
doesn't imply that she can't be an advantage for the organization any longer? The response to
all the above inquiries is no.[6] It is both the sexual orientation's duty to take out the
discrimination against women. More projects like He or She ought to be begun. Except if
both the sexual orientations don't run after accomplishing the objective of wiping out the
discrimination, there is no hope.

FLAWS IN INDIAN LAW
Code of Wages 2019 was supplanted by the Equal Remuneration Act, 1976. This enactment
manages equivalent compensation for equivalent work for the two people with no
discrimination. This was an occasion to revise this demonstration, fill significant holes and
get essential changes understanding to the 21st century's need of great importance.
The Code removed a stage forward by moving from the idea of the twofold sexual orientation
of people and perceived the requirement for equivalent compensation for all sexes, by further
broadening the advantage of the law to different sexes, including the transsexual individuals.
The Code additionally gains ground by wiping out Section 16 of the Equal Remuneration
Act, 1976, which permitted the administration to proclaim that the factor of pay distinction
will be other than sex in any foundation or work. Segment 16 enabled the administration to
announce the inconsistent to be equivalent, with no clarifications.
The Indian Supreme Court, on account of Air India Etc. And so on versus NergeshMeerza
and Ors held that an announcement under area 16 was 'possible evidence' of the way that
there was no sex discrimination under the Equal Remuneration Act 1976, and that such
assertion 'totally settles the issue'.[7] The expression 'same work or work of comparable
nature' has been deciphered barely by courts and hence leaves numerous unfilled holes and
provisos. Working machines and dealing with kids requires various sorts of extensive
abilities, endeavors, and duty, and hence the two kinds of work merit respectable
compensation. However, courts' vision regarding potential examinations has been restricted
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by the expression "same work or work of a comparable sort". The Equality Act of the United
Kingdom utilizes the expression "work of equivalent worth" rather than "same work".
Equivalent Remuneration Act 1976 was altered to evade discrimination in enlistment and the
state of administration, aside from pay. This was for the explanation being, the Supreme
Court in Air India Etc. And, so on v. Nergesh Meerza and Ors. thought about that
distinction in the enrollment cycle and states of administration of female air ladies and male
air stewards, proven that these were independent classes of representatives that couldn't be
analyzed, even though they performed comparable work. The Code zeros in just on
equivalent compensation, and doesn't fuse arrangements to forestall discrimination in states
of administration, and along these lines downsize the insurance against discrimination offered
under the Equal Remuneration Act 1976.

CONCLUSION
Despite different endeavours by law-making bodies, chiefs, and legal authorities, the issue of
inconsistent compensation for equivalent work exists in India. The law-making body has
established different laws to manage this issue and the choices of numerous courts all over
India have prompted the acknowledgment of equivalent compensation as a fundamental right
for equivalent work. These together have prompted an extensive improvement in the
circumstance. There are signs and reports of a decrease in sexual orientation discrimination in
the work environment as representatives are currently opening up and standing up for their
rights. This is putting the legislature compelled to strengthen the laws and requests in the
work environment[8].
Significantly, measures are persistently taken to mindful the work swarm likewise of their
rights for equivalent compensation. Measures ought to be taken to frame bunches that will go
in rustic zones and present the women in these territories that they reserve the privilege to get
an equivalent pay, same as the male specialist doing likewise work as her. They ought to be
presented with the cures accessible under various acts and the establishments they can
approach at whatever point confronted with discrimination. Associations ought to have an
enemy of discrimination strategy set up, which should diagram the dedication of the
organization towards fairness in pay for comparable work, and endorse a component to cure
any grievances despite what might be expected.
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